
Home? 

A blinding light 

Frozen in fright 

An excruciating noise 

Everything it destroys 

[Earth Day 1] 

The constant chatter of the drones and holograms in the air that was a quotidian noise in 

my life stopped. The actual human in me, I’d thought I’d lost, took over and I curled in the fetal 

position. This was it, the Alliance had attacked and dropped their reputed hydrogen bomb, a 

dream to many countries. We had lost. 

 Our homes… 

Our families…   

Our livelihoods…   

… gone in the air like a little kid blowing on a dandelion. Oh, a dandelion, how long was 

it since I’d seen one. Instead, they were replaced by the energy saving, time-saving, artificial, 

“aesthetic” bushes, and plants. Everything was fake even I felt like a fake. For these past few 

days, `I never felt any emotion, but I was walking around lifeless, like everything around me. 

Tears flooded to my eyes, but before I could relieve myself, my surroundings blackened and I 

collapsed.   

[Earth Day 2] 

 I woke up to the familiar buzzing noise and saw the robot-doctor assigned to me. As my 

aunt worked as a low-paid nurse, I’d grown to hate that machine. It was taking jobs away from 

people who needed them. My aunt, a second mother to me, a sister separated by a generation, but 

most of all she was the only one who cared! Where was she? 



The robot-doctor came over to me with the expression and speech that was programmed 

when patients lost someone; I’d witnessed dozens over the years in the hospital while my aunt 

worked overtime. But, this could not be me. What had my aunt done to deserve this? Me? With 

my mom in Mars for a government mission, what could I do? 

 My robot-doctor glided toward me and went on with the computer-generator procedures 

in a smug voice: 

Victoria Jackson, 

Patient of Over-dose Radiation 

Age: 16 

Section: Hydrogen Blast 

Future: Mars Shipment 

My head swam and dipped. Mars shipment? Radiation? I figured the words translated to 

hopelessness. Thankfully, I’ll at least see my mother. Unknowingly, I angled my head and the 

iris scanner finished its task, “Genetic code approved.” it repeated and rolled away. 

 

 As you know, I’m Victoria Jackson. Lost my father to the war that killed my aunt, which 

is also slowly killing me; mother in Mars, who is working to put food on the table back on Earth. 

I gave up on desiring the present. I could only dream about the future, but I still had the longing 

to gather as a happy family. 

My thoughts faded as the robot-doctor hooked me up to the newfangled drug, Sensuvae 

X-5, “Ambrosia” my aunt called it. I suddenly forgot about anything and everything. I fought 

back the urge to lay there, useless as a log. My aunt had always called me a fighter and I knew 

would do this for her. I could not let technology ruin me once again; I fought back. 

[Earth Day 3] 



Because of my determination, I stayed up until they decided to take “the affected” from 

Earth to the space elevator on the moon so the trip would be easier and safer. The space elevator 

was an international project to nourish global relationships. Every country could use it, and I was 

finally on it. It acted like a slingshot and propelled us into space until we reach Mars’s orbit. It 

was the most exciting event of the last few days because we were never able to afford the 

expensive VR amusement park games. I would sit in the ancient parks filled with withered trees 

and the only non-plastic bushes in our city, surrounded by kids with small drones, robobears or 

crazy VR headwear. 

Finally, our capsule would hurry us right to Mars, using the aerospace technique. I 

conversed with a younger boy in the same capsule. “Augustus”, he said shyly, and he said the 

reason we were going to Mars was for “evacuation of the affected,” which I translated as 

“elimination of the dying.” How many lives were affected by two countries fighting about the 

cyber-jacking of a shuttle to Mars? The problem started at Mars and will end at Mars. I will start 

a new life on Mars. 

[Lunar Elevator to Mars Day 4] 

“Cosmic radiation,” the entertainbot explains “is when highly energetic particles that 

come from all over our galaxy are so powerful, they can rip through cellular material and metal. I 

attached the brain reading equipment and changed the program. We were already exposed to 

radiation from the hydrogen blast, now even more from space? The other program had scenes of 

home that had been programmed based on my medical records and psychological personality test 

and I already felt homesick. We were starting our long trip so I changed the program back if it 

was “killing” me, I wanted to know what it was. Radiation or not I was going to get to Mars. 

                       A few months later… 

An eternity of darkness 



Isolated and starless 

Though the existing distance 

I must keep my persistence   

[Near Mars Orbit Day 41] 

The galactic traveling effects started to show up in everyone on the capsule, but it did not 

abate my heart’s decision. Common colds spread easily because as the entertainbot mumbled, 

“Lymphocytes are cells in the immune system that can be affected by radiation.” I had the 

ongoing feeling, that someone is rocking me back and forth, and Augustus says it is because of 

the SAS. He explained the Space Adaption Syndrome. Space was so different, so deep, so 

mysterious. People often woke up with lucid dreams due to unfamiliar lighting and sleep 

schedules. Augustus needed new glasses because gravity flattens the eyeball, and many people 

lost visual acuity.  The act of doing nothing tired me more than actually doing something. I 

longed for home, but through the 3-D models the entertainbot showed, home was collapsing in 

chaos. My country had struck again against the Alliance, only to win a war. However, an eye for 

an eye makes the whole world and those in space, blind.   

Augustus and I grew closer, only to find out we were all sick. Medical bots crowded us, 

not leaving us in privacy. I figured if we were on Earth surrounded by our own kind, then we 

would immediately heal. Space is the problem. Why did we have to leave our lives to go to 

Mars?  What was so great about Mars? Civilizations were starting, but weak humans were not 

physically or mentally fit to live on Mars. I knew that Earth was dying because of us, but 

couldn’t we fix it ourselves? We are smart. Humanity is always bragging, so why can’t we solve 

this simple problem? 

[Mars Day 52] 

Finally, the day came, and I could see the face of Mother, through clear hospital doors. I 



had been in close watch since we had landed on Mars. Cancer, doctors thought, but I proved 

them wrong, cancer couldn’t make me sick. The radiation had another effect, certainly a deadly 

one but, the robodoctors were confused. I wasn’t like any patient they’d treated before. There 

was no cancer but the same symptoms. Although the ride was risky, what hadn’t killed me only 

made me stronger. 

Mars made me uncomfortable because it isn’t home. It isn’t welcoming, motherly, or a 

nurturing haven. It is a hard, rocky, unpredictable and cruel. 

Then came the day when I got permission to go out with my mother, the doctors let me 

have one wish and that was to finally meet her without floating in an AI medical bed. In big, 

bulky suits, we had gone hiking, over the huge cliffs of Mars. I still had to carry around my 

medical equipment, but at least I was with my mom. 

Then a majestic sight caught my eye. The blue sun rose over the profound cliffs, making 

auras of beautiful hues. I missed every sight of beauty on the plain spaceship, but this made up 

for it. One point shone vivaciously brighter than the sun. 

“That’s our Earth”, I turned to see my mother smiling, I rushed towards her, with my 

arms open. You only realize how small and great something is when you don’t have it. Earth was 

my home, and I will go back someday, but for now, Mars is where I’ll belong… 

 


